ComFoter Construction Guidelines

Jesus said, “In as much as you have done it to the least of these, you have done it unto me.”

We honor Christ when we give our best. Think about making a comforter you would be happy to receive — one that offers dignity to the receiver.

**Fabric type** - Choose sturdy, washable, fabric *new or nearly new only, please* such as cotton, cotton blends, flannel or garment weight denim. Please avoid bulky fabrics or fabrics prone to shrinkage.

Please avoid fabrics that won’t wear well. Examples are thin, stretchy or loosely woven fabrics.

**Colors and prints** – Pleasing, bright color combinations are greatly appreciated by the receivers. Choose darker shades of solid colors and cheerful prints.

Please avoid; white as it soils easily, limit the amount of black fabric, prints with unsuitable messages, country flags or camouflage.

**ComFoter size** – The preferred size is 60” X 80” however, double/full size comforters, 82” x 90”, are also accepted.

**ComFoter weight** - Heavy weight is most requested. Please use washable batting or blanket for filler.

**ComFoter construction tips** –

- Block size - six inch patches are a convenient size for making 60” X 80” comforters but any size blocks are acceptable.

- Stitching – smooth, uniform stitching, ample seam allowances and strong thread are essential to the life of a comforter.

- Finishing - clip thread ends and remove all loose threads.

- Knotting – Tie knots with crochet cotton, space the knots 4” - 8” apart.

Please pray for the families who will be using your comforter. Pray that God will provide “comfort” and keep them in His care. Thank you for your help.